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Proximus Luxembourg, through its Telindus and CODIT brands, 
awarded 2021 Microsoft Partner of the Year for Luxembourg 

 
LUXEMBOURG, Bertrange – July 13th, 2021 – Proximus Luxembourg today announced it has been 
awarded with the 2021 Microsoft Partner of the Year Award for Luxembourg. The company was 
honored among a range of top local Microsoft partners for demonstrating excellence in innovation 
and implementation of customer solutions based on Microsoft technology. 
 
 
“Being the Microsoft Partner of the Year Award winner in Luxembourg is an important event for us, 
as it rewards our company for the Microsoft business development focus we have been executing 
over the last years, in close collaboration with the Microsoft team. Our overall relationship with 
Microsoft is continuing to develop itself remarkably well, more specifically in the domains of 
Microsoft Azure and Microsoft 365. Thanks to our experience, we enable Luxembourg companies to 
take advantage of the technological advances of Azure and Microsoft 365. We have been able to 
drive some great customer wins, in close collaboration with the Microsoft team.  We are also 
leveraging a number of Microsoft technologies in our award winning Digital KYC solution. We are very 
proud to have won this award and we intend to leverage this win to show to our existing and potential 
customers how they can benefit from this successful partnership with Proximus Luxembourg, through 
our Telindus and CODIT brands.” Jacques Ruckert, Chief Solutions & Innovation Officer, Proximus 
Luxembourg.  
 
The Microsoft Partner of the Year Awards recognize Microsoft partners that have developed and 
delivered outstanding Microsoft-based solutions during the past year. Awards were classified in 
various of categories, with honorees chosen from a set of more than 4,400 submitted nominations 
from more than 100 countries worldwide. Proximus Luxembourg was recognized for providing 
outstanding solutions and services in Luxembourg. 
 
The Microsoft 2021 Luxembourg Partner of the Year Award recognizes partners at the Luxembourg 
level that have had substantial growth in their customer base and/or revenue by driving customer 
impact and satisfaction with Microsoft Cloud offerings. 
 
“I am honored to announce the winners and finalists of the 2021 Microsoft Partner of the Year 
Awards,” said Rodney Clark, corporate vice president, Global Partner Solutions, Channel Sales and 
Channel Chief, Microsoft. “These remarkable partners have displayed a deep commitment to building 
world-class solutions for customers—from cloud-to-edge—and represent some of the best and 
brightest our ecosystem has to offer.” 
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About Proximus Luxembourg- www.proximus.lu 
 
Proximus Luxembourg SA unites the CODIT, Tango and Telindus brands under one umbrella and employs 
750 people. Tango and Telindus brands operate jointly to meet all the telecommunications needs of 
Luxembourg's residential and business customers. 
Tango offers fixed and mobile telephony, Internet and television services to residential customers and 
small businesses with less than 10 employees, while Telindus provides ICT and fixed and mobile 
telecommunication services to medium-sized and large companies as well as public administrations.  
Telindus Luxembourg accompanies all organizations in their digital transformation, by providing holistic 
ICT & Telecommunication solutions, as well as tailored support services. Its areas of expertise include 
Telecommunication Services, ICT Infrastructure, Multi-Cloud, Digital Trust Solutions, Cybersecurity, 
Business Applications, Managed Services and Training. 
 
Codit is dedicated to the corporate market, alongside Telindus. The Codit team leverages scalable 
Microsoft Azure technologies backed by seamless integration across platforms, applications and data 
sources to convert data into actionable business insights. Codit provides next-level consultancy, 
technology, and managed services to organisations worldwide and successfully helps them reduce 
operational costs, improve efficiency and enhance communication by integrating people, applications, 
and things. Both Codit and Telindus are key players within their respective domains: by combining these 
skills, Proximus Luxembourg is able to provide integrated 360° digital solutions, helping companies to 
drive their business through their entire journey of digital transformation. 
 
Proximus Luxembourg is a subsidiary of the Proximus group, the main provider of telephony, internet, 
television and ICT services in Belgium. It participates in the development of telecommunication 
infrastructures and ICT services in Luxembourg.  
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